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Abstract Reinforcement learning methods can be used in
robotics applications especially for speciﬁc target-oriented
problems,forexamplethereward-basedrecalibrationofgoal
directed actions. To this end still relatively large and contin-
uous state-action spaces need to be efﬁciently handled. The
goal of this paper is, thus, to develop a novel, rather sim-
ple method which uses reinforcement learning with function
approximation in conjunction with different reward-strate-
giesforsolvingsuchproblems.Forthetestingofourmethod,
we use a four degree-of-freedom reaching problem in 3D-
space simulated by a two-joint robot arm system with two
DOF each. Function approximation is based on 4D, over-
lapping kernels (receptive ﬁelds) and the state-action space
contains about 10,000 of these. Different types of reward
structures are being compared, for example, reward-on-
touching-only against reward-on-approach. Furthermore,
forbidden joint conﬁgurations are punished. A continuous
actionspaceisused.Inspiteofaratherlargenumberofstates
and the continuous action space these reward/punishment
strategies allow the system to ﬁnd a good solution usually
within about 20 trials. The efﬁciency of our method demon-
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strated in this test scenario suggests that it might be possible
to use it on a real robot for problems where mixed rewards
can be deﬁned in situations where other types of learning
might be difﬁcult.
Keywords Reinforcement learning · Function
approximation · Robot control
1 Introduction
In robotics as well as other applications it is required to
match the employed learning method to the task. A some-
what extreme example makes this very clear: it is useless
to employ methods for the learning of induction logic to the
learningofmotorskills,likethetyingofashoelace,whereas
suchmethodsareusefulforthelearningofallkindsofdeclar-
ative knowledge.
Even within one domain, for example the ﬁeld of motor
learning, one has still many choices of learning methods
depending on the different target applications and the choice
of the method can much inﬂuence success and efﬁciency of
learning. Many times supervised learning methods are cho-
sen, because they are well controlled and fast. For example
learningfromdemonstrationcanbeusedtoteacharobotcer-
tainskillslikesimplemanipulationsofobjects(Breazealand
Scassellati 2008; Schaal et al. 2003; Dillmann 2004). Super-
vised learning requires an explicit error function between
outcome and the taught examples for controlling the learn-
ing progress. Reinforcement learning (RL) is more general,
because such an error function is not anymore required and
the system learns from receiving general feedback about the
goodnessofitsactions.Commonly,thelessspeciﬁcfeedback
of RL will, however, lead to slower convergence times espe-
cially in systems with many degrees of freedom, which have
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large state-action spaces. To improve on this an appropriate
representation of the state-action space has to be found. An
appropriate match between problem and method can lead to
major learning successes like in the works of Schaal and col-
leagues, who concentrate on the taskof predeﬁned trajectory
following, and use RL approaches tuned to this task (Peters
and Schaal 2006a, 2007, 2008).
In the present study, we will also focus on a reinforce-
ment learning system in a relatively large space asking, how
to bring together a useful, generalizable representation of
thestate-actionspacewithacombination ofrewardandpun-
ishment strategies. Such a problem commonly exists when
robots have to learn to calibrate their own actions relative to
a desired outcome (which deﬁnes the reward). For example,
Learning to ﬁll a glass could be learned from demonstra-
tion by a human and “copied” by the robot, but it is known
(A. Ude, personal communication) that the results of such
a plain learning attempt are not satisfactory (spill-over, low
ﬁlling level). With an RL method we can, however, recali-
brate the learned parameter set as it will sufﬁce to correct the
robot’sactionclosetotheglass,leadingtoasmallstate-action
space. Here we have a natural situation where a combination
of rewards and punishments can be used: the ﬁlling level
(recorded from the human’s action) would be the primary
reward, spill over would be a punishment, and the distance
to the target would be a secondary reward.
Togeneralizebeyondthisexampleproblemwefocushere
on the learning of visual servoing, where the approach to an
objectisguidedbythevisualdifferencemeasurebetweenthe
end-effectoroftherobotarmandthetargetobject.Thismore
complex learning problem (as compared to the recalibration
mentionedabove)ischosentodemonstratehowfarwecango
withthenewlyintroducedmethod.Foranexcellentintroduc-
tion to visual servoing the reader is referred to (Hutchinson
et al. 1996; Chaumette and Hutchinson 2007a,b). A visual
servoing control schema uses the Jacobian matrix to gradu-
ally reduce the difference between the end-effector and the
targetobject.However,theestimationoftheJacobianmatrix
becomes quickly hard as the number of joints and conse-
quently the redundancy of the robot system increases. The
high number of degrees of freedom, especially in humanoid
robot arms and anthropomorphic hands, together with the
necessity to handle constraints in joint space (singular con-
ﬁgurations, self- collision and mechanical joint limits avoid-
ance) as well as in object space (obstacles) makes visual
servoing in highly redundant robot systems a difﬁcult prob-
lem.
Severalmethodsexistforsolvingthevisualservoingprob-
lem, some are control-based (Espiau et al. 1992; Hosoda and
Asada 1994; Hutchinson et al. 1996; Horaud et al. 1998),
while others focus on learning (Shibata and Ito 1999; Marti-
nez-MarinandDuckett2004;PerezandCook2004;Leonard
and Jagersand 2004).
Methodsrangefromconventionalneuralnetworks,where
some classical work had been performed early by the group
of Schulten (Martinetz et al. 1990) and Torras [mainly in
the domain of inverse kinematics learning, Ruis de Angulo
and Torras (2005a); Ruis de Angulo and Torras (2005b)],
to the now dominating methods of reinforcement learning
(RL). Indeed a very large number of articles has appeared
in the last years on RL for learning arm control as well as
learning grasping. A large diversity of methods has been
suggested exemplary represented by the papers cited here,
Arm: Tham and Prager (1993); Kobayashi et al. (2005);
Lietal.(2006);Wangetal.(2006);PetersandSchaal(2006b);
Grasp: Moussa and Kamel (1998); Moussa (2004); Rezzoug
et al. (2006). This diversity arises due to the fact that con-
ventional RL methods (Sutton 1988; Watkins 1989; Watkins
and Dayan 1992), for which rigorous convergence proofs
exist, cannot be directly used as the state-action spaces in
robot control are too large and convergence will take far too
long, especially when using continuous actions, like here.
Asaconsequence, thestate-actionvalue function oftheused
RL-method needs to be approximated by so-called function
approximation methods. This is where the diversity arises
as there is a terrifically high number of possible such meth-
ods existing (e.g. Tesauro 1995; Horiuchi et al. 1997; Fukao
etal.1998;Grossetal.1998;Enokidaetal.1999;Qiangetal.
2000; Takahashi et al. 1999; Takeda et al. 2001; Kabudian
et al. 2004; Wiering 2004; van Hasselt and Wiering 2007;
Sugiyama et al. 2007 for a textbook discussion see Sutton
and Barto 1998) and it lies at the discretion of the researcher
to invent more. Convergence to the optimal solution can in
general not be rigorously assured anymore. However, this
aspect is of minor importance for a robot application as any
trial will have to be interrupted if it is too long. Thus, as
soon as these systems reach a “good solution” within “rea-
sonable” time, the used method appears acceptable from an
applied perspective. Especially when considering the task of
learning to calibrate an action using a desired outcome as a
reward one is interested to perform this calibration quickly
and will be satisﬁed with any action which is good enough
to obtain this outcome.
To achieve this we will adopt a strategy inspired by the
place ﬁeld system of rats, which is used for navigation learn-
ing as suggested by several models (Foster et al. 2000; Arleo
andGerstner2000;Strösslinetal.2005),anduseoverlapping
place ﬁelds to structure our state-action space (Tamosiunaite
et al. 2008). Rats run on the ground and are, thus, faced
with a 2D target problem with a 2DoF motion needing about
500 place ﬁelds in a 1×1 m arena for good convergence
(Tamosiunaite et al. 2008). On the other hand, the simulated
arm, we use, operates in a 3D target domain with a 4DoF
angle space for which we require 10,000 4D place ﬁelds. As
a consequence, efﬁcient strategies for structuring the reward
spacearerequired,too,withoutwhichconvergencetoagood
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Fig. 1 Two-joint arm and an object for reaching in 3D space as well
as two projections (x, y)a n d( x, z) of the arm and the target object for
reaching
solution would take too long. Thus, this paper will compare
different types of visual (distance dependent) and non-visual
(touch, angle conﬁguration) rewards showing that, with this
combination of methods, it is generically possible to ﬁnd a
good solution within about 20 trials.
2 Methods
2.1 General setup
Figure 1 shows the setup of our system in 3D as well as two
planar projections. The arm has two joints with two angles
each (azimuth α1,2 and elevation φ1,2) covering a 3D reach-
ing space of 4.03 units3 (each arm segment is 1.0 unit long).
The target for reaching is a sphere with diameter 0.84 units.
Joint angles areconstraint between 0 and 360◦.Hence, when
at a constraint the arm needs to go back. This simulates simi-
larconstraintsinhuman(e.g.elbowconstraint)orrobotarms.
The control and learning circuit used for arm acting and
learning is provided in Fig. 2. The four joint angles are con-
sidered to form a 4D-state space. In the state space spherical,
binary 4D-kernels Φk with a diameter between 1,382 and
3,358 (uniform distribution) are formed in a 4D-space of
10,0004 units4. Those kernels, of which we use 10,000 in
total,haveeighttrainableconnectionstothemotorunits(total
of 80,000 connections). Kernels centers are distributed with
auniformdistributionandacoverageofabout10–12kernels
overlapping for any given 4D-location is obtained. A kernel
is active, with an output value of 1, as soon as the 4D-joint
angle vector falls into the topographical region covered by
the kernel, otherwise kernel output is zero. As kernels are
overlapping, total activity is then given by the average over
active kernels (see definition of Q-values below).
According to the trajectory forming strategy (see below)
the actual movement is then generated from the motor unit
1 1 , , ,
1
1
k
1
1 1
1
0
0
0 0
Q(s,d) Q(s,i)
Motor Action
Kernels
+/- +/- +/- +/-
Fig. 2 Schematicdiagramoflearningandactiongenerationinoursys-
tem. The angle vector (bottom) represents a location in 4D space and,
thus, stimulates the gray kernels which ﬁre while the white kernels are
not stimulated and do not ﬁre. The layers of units above calculate the
ﬁnally required values A and D (top box see Eqs. 3, 4) which control
the motors and move the joints to a new position
activity. The trajectory forming strategy includes, for exam-
ple, the exploration–exploitation trade-off and trajectory
smoothing (if applicable).
The employed learning scheme uses a certain type of
Q learning with state-action value function approximation,
wherefunctionapproximationisintroducedthroughthefact,
that we are not using discrete states, but state information is,
instead, provided by the activity of the kernels (commonly
called ‘feature vectors’ in the reinforcement learning litera-
ture) as described above.
Let us use the proximal joint (subscript “1”), and its azi-
muth component α1 to explain our methods. Explanation is
the same for other angular components. We will be operat-
ing with Q values, and for the component α1 two Q-values
will be deﬁned: Qα1(s,i) and Qα1(s,d), where a = i or
a = d denotes the possible actions (increase, decrease of
angle) and s a state. Q values are obtained through function
approximation:
Qα1(s,a) =
N 
k=1
θk
α1(a)Φk(s)
 N 
k=1
Φk(s) (1)
whereΦk(s)istheactivationfunctionofthekthkernel(either
0 or 1 in our case) in state s, θk
α1(a) are the weights from the
k-th kernel to the motor units for the two possible actions,
and N istheoverallnumberorkernelsinthesystem.Weights
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θ areadaptedthroughlearningasdescribedinthesubsection
on Q learning below.
Next we calculate the difference ∆α1(s) used for contin-
uous action formation:
∆α1(s) = Qα1(s,i) − Qα1(s,d) (2)
Movement direction D is given by the sign function
Dα1 = sign(∆α1) (3)
and movement amplitude A by the absolute value normal-
ized against the other components, which are calculated in
the same way (now omitting s for simplicity):
Aα1 =
| ∆α1 |

∆α2
1 + ∆α2
2 + ∆φ2
1 + ∆φ2
2
(4)
Normalization leads to a situation where the movement vec-
tor is formed proportional to the increase/decrease values,
but the total length of the vector is kept ﬁxed. This is done
to preserve the topology of the space in which learning takes
place.
To cover a full sphere, normally the polar representa-
tion for azimuth is deﬁned over 360◦ and for elevation over
180◦. With the methods used here both, azimuth and ele-
vation, are deﬁned over 360◦ leading to duplicate angular
space and, hence, an over-representation. Yet it is unnec-
essary to introduce any compensatory space transformation
as the learning overcomes the over-representation anyways.
For the same reason, the action space is duplicate, too, but
this has the nice aspect of allowing us to treat actions at the
angular constraints in a continuous way avoiding having to
deal with wrap-around problems. Noise of around 7% of the
movement amplitude was added to each step. This imitates
imperfections in the control of the angle in a real robot
and introduces the required exploration component into our
model. This way exploration stays “near the path” which
leads to faster convergence than random exploration, which
we had also tried but abandoned for this reason.
Movement strategies with smoothing were employed. All
new steps in angle space were made as a combination of the
currently calculated steps combined with the previous steps:
∆current = (∆α1,∆ α2,∆ φ1,∆ φ2)current (5)
∆previous = (∆α1,∆ α2,∆ φ1,∆ φ2)previous (6)
using:
∆ﬁnal = c∆current + (1 − c)∆previous (7)
where c = 0.6 was used. Smoothing helps to avoid jerky
movements in the beginning of learning and also inﬂuences
theprocessoflearning,asin Qlearningwithfunctionapprox-
imation, which we are using here, the convergence pattern is
dependent on the paths performed during learning.
Finally, if a newly calculated angle falls outwith the con-
straint boundaries, then random steps with uniform distribu-
tion in angle space are tried out until a point satisfying the
constraints is obtained.
2.2 Learning method
From eight possible actions only four learn during a single
step. These are the directions along which the actual move-
ment has been taken. For example, if a particular angle has
beenincreased,theunit,whichhasdriventheincrease,learns
while the antagonistic ‘decrease unit’ will not be changed.
Furthermore,learningwillaffectconnectionsofallcurrently
active kernels. Again we will demonstrate the learning rule
for components representing angle α1.
Weight update follows an algorithm similar to conven-
tional Q-learning (Watkins 1989; Watkins and Dayan 1992).
For each angle, two actions ai,d are possible: increase or
decrease. Let us say the current state is described by angles
s = (α1,φ 1,α 2,φ 2)current and some action a (increase or
decrease) is chosen that leads to a state s  = (α1,φ 1,α 2,
φ2)next. In our learning framework, the change in the value
θα1(a) of that state-action pair follows the mean across all
activated kernels of s :
θk
α1(a) = θk
α1(a) + µ[r + γ Qα1(s ,a)
−θk
α1(a)]Φk(s) (8)
where k is the number of the kernel to which the weight is
associated, r the reward, µ<1 the learning rate, γ<1t h e
discount factor, Φk(s) the activity function for kernel k in
state s, Qα1(s ,a) the Q value of the system in the next state,
for action a deﬁned as:
Qα1(s ,a) =
N 
k=1
θk
α1(a)Φk(s )
 N 
k=1
Φk(s ) (9)
Equivalent expressions are used for updating Q values for
the angles φ1, α2 and φ2. Throughout this study we use
µ = 0.7 and γ = 0.7. This rule is called averaging function
approximation rule and is considered to perform more stably
(Reynolds2002)infunctionapproximationschemesascom-
pared to standard methods (e.g. see Sutton and Barto 1998).
Note, the algorithm is not so easy to attribute to standard
Q- or to SARSA-learning. It is neither SARSA, because it
does not take into account where the system has gone in the
next step; nor is it Q-learning, as it does not consider which
action is best in the next step. The algorithm rather considers
if continuing along the current direction is valuable accord-
i n gt ot h eQ-values of the next state Qα1(s ,a) and attempts
to straighten the path.
Also Q-learning and SARSA-learning can be implemen-
ted onto the same function approximation scheme, for which
we will give the equations in the following. For Q-learning
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we use:
θk
α1(a) = θk
α1(a) + µ[r + γ max
a,β
Qβ(s ,a)
−θk
α1(a)]Φk(s) (10)
where maximum operation runs over all actions a and all
angles (α1,α 2,φ 1,φ 2) here subsumed under the index β,
ﬁnding the biggest value from all possible action descriptors
associated with the state s. For SARSA learning we use
θk
α1(a) = θk
α1(a) + µ[r + γ M(s ,a )
−θk
α1(a)]Φk(s) (11)
where M(s ,a ) is deﬁned by the magnitudes of the action
components of the next performed action:
M(s ,a ) =

β
Qβ(s ,a )2 (12)
where β runs over all four angles.
Finally, to reduce computing time, we have introduced a
variable path-length limit. If the arm has not reached the tar-
get within this limit, it is reset to the start and all changes
in Q-values learned during this trial are undone. For a new
experiment, path length limit starts with l(1) = 1,000, and
further develops according to the following recurrent equa-
tion:
l(n+1)=

2.5 ∗ k(n) if goal obtained in nth trial
l(n)+20 if goal not obtained in nth trial.
(13)
where k(n) is the number of steps to goal in trial n. That
is, the limit comparable to the previous path to the goal is
imposed once the goal has been obtained, but if the goal is
not obtained in some trial, then the limit is relaxed by 20
units.
2.2.1 Reward structure
Different rewards have been used, alone and in combination,
in this study (Fig. 3) normalized to a maximal reward of 1.
Highest reward is (usually) obtained on touching the target
(Fig. 3a), but we also deﬁne a vision-based reward struc-
ture (Fig. 3b). For this, we assume that the distance between
tip of the arm and target can be evaluated. Distance depen-
dent reward is then deﬁned linearly along this distance. Dif-
ferent combinations of distant dependent and touch rewards
are shown in panels c1 and c2 of Fig. 3. Panel d shows an
approach distance (differential) dependent reward structure
were reward is only given if the arm has approached the tar-
get, while reward is generally zero if the arm has moved
away. These reward structures are using absolute distance x
to deﬁne the reward. By contrast, we have also used a dif-
ferential, relative reward structure (Fig. 3e). For this we ﬁrst
normalizethedistancetotargetatthestartofanexperimentto
)
x
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w
e
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1
0
Goal
location
B A
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DE
touch
distance
touch&dist.
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differential
d
)
d
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of different types of rewards used in
this study. The bar in the middle of the x-axis represents the target
location. Reward can be given only there a or on approach b or com-
bining approach with touch (c1, c2). d depicts a situation where reward
is given on approach (top) but not on leaving (bottom, see direction of
the arrows). e Shows a purely differential reward calculated by how far
the arm has moved forward to the target
one. Then reward is given according to the relative approach
d.Hencealargersteptowardstargetwasrewardedmorethan
asmallerone,whereabsolutedistancedoesnotplayanyrole.
Inthefollowing,wewillalwaysrefertothedifferentrewards
used in individual experiments using the panel labels from
Fig. 3.
Furthermore, we also introduced punishments (negative
rewards) for approaching the constraint boundaries. For this,
we were increasing punishment linearly, starting with zero
at a distance of 1/20th of the ﬁeld width to the border up to
a certain maximal value reached when touching the border.
Maximal values were changed in different experiments and
details will be given below.
3 Results
3.1 Individual convergence patterns
The main aim of the paper is to demonstrate condensed sta-
tistical results that help comparing convergence of learning
processes using various reward structures and other learning
parameters. However, before presenting those statistics, we
willshowexamplesofindividualtrainingsessionstoprovide
a better intuition about the behavior of this system. In Fig. 4
ﬁve qualitatively different cases of system development are
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Fig. 4 Different example runs. a Quick convergence to a good tra-
jectory within about 22 trials. b Delayed convergence (≈50 trials).
c Quick convergence in less than 20 trials and thereafter some diver-
genceandre-convergencetoadifferenttrajectory.Notefromapractical
perspective the robot would just stop learning after about trial 20 and
the second phase is not of relevance. d Badly convergent case. e Good
convergencebutwithinterspersedother,longertrajectories(lightshad-
ing). Also here the robot would normally stop learning after having
found the better trajectory and ignore the others
shown: (a) quick convergence, (b) delayed convergence, (c)
intermittentepisodeofdivergence, (d)badconvergence; and
(e)thepersistentlyfallingbackontoawrongtrajectory,when
the optimal trajectory has already been learned. The bars
shown in black demonstrate successful runs; the bars shown
in gray are for unsuccessful runs, where the limit for the path
length was exhausted before the goal was reached. For these
experiments, a D type reward (Fig. 3) has been used. It is
of interest to make a practical remark here: cases shown in
Fig. 4 panels c and e are largely irrelevant from a practical
pointofviewasanyrobotlearningsystemofthiskindwould
either have to be controlled by an operator or—at least—
would require a stopping criterion, which tells the machine
to stop as soon as it has found a reasonably good solution.
In both cases the longer trajectories, which occur later in (c)
or in an interspersed way in (e), would just be ignored (or
not even be recorded). Note, Fig. 4 showed ﬁve archetypical
examples.Manytimestransitionsbetweenthemexist,which
cannot easily be distinguished. As a consequence, from now
on we will not separate these cases anymore and perform
statistical analyses always across whole data sets. In the fol-
lowing for every experiment we train the system for 20 trials
and then for another 100 trials we will determine the average
trajectory length and the percentage how often the system
has reached the goal. As this is indicative of the average
convergence property of a certain setup, it will allow us to
compare strategies. In general we repeat every experiment
50 times.
Observations show that for best learning regimes diver-
gent cases never occur, but various intermittent phenomena,
or delayed convergence were present. For bad regimes about
threetoﬁvedivergencecaseshappenduring50 experiments,
and quick and clearly convergent cases are relatively rare
(e.g. 15 out of 50), the biggest proportion being taken by
delayed convergence or by cases with intermittent behav-
iors.
3.2 Comparison of learning modes
In the simplest case reinforcement is only given when the
target is actually hit (reward type A). Note, this would cor-
respond to a task of ﬁnding an unknown object in the dark.
As touching is a singular, rare event, this leads to a pro-
nounced temporal credit assignment problem for large
state-action spaces such as here. Thus, this case will only
be considered for comparison reasons and not analyzed any
further.
Of much more relevance for robotic applications is the
case where visual information is used to position the arm
(visualservoing)andthiscanbeencodedbyadistancedepen-
dentrewardstructure(rewardtypeB).Ontouchingadditional
reward may be given (reward type C). Furthermore, it makes
sense to avoid giving a distance dependent reward when the
armhasactuallymovedawayfromthetarget(rewardtypeD).
First, experiments to compare inﬂuence of these three differ-
ent basic reward structures were performed. In Fig. 5at h e
average number of steps to target is shown and in (b) the
percentage of cases reaching the goal is presented. The bars
show the standard deviation of the distributions. We observe
that in the case where vision is excluded the trajectories of
the arm are around ten times longer as compared to cases
with vision. Standard deviation is 218 steps, and is clipped
to preserve the scale of the ﬁgure. Similarly, the percent-
age of attaining the goal without vision is only around 50%.
This happens because in 3D space the target only takes a
small part of the total space and it is not easy to hit it by
chance. Furthermore, due to the singular reward structure,
kernels with non-zero Q-values after around 100 runs are
still too sparse to give clear indications about preferred tra-
jectories in the 4D angle space. Runs for distance rewards
(middle column) are substantially longer and the percentage
of successful trials is smaller, as compared to the case that
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Fig. 5 Statistics for different reward types. a, b Two distance depen-
dent reward types (right) compared to touch-only reward (left). Anno-
tations at the bottom refer to the annotations introduced in Fig. 3.
c, d Comparison of different slopes for distance dependent rewards.
For c, d slope values from left to right are: 1/3 (no touch reward case),
1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/10, 1/20, 1/50, reaching values at the goal boundary
correspondingly: 0.86, 0.65, 0.52, 0.26, 0.13, 0.05. Touch reward is 1
includes the approach distant dependent component (right
column). Thus, in the following, we will focus our attention
on cases with a approach distant dependent reward compo-
nent, as these have noticeable better convergence properties
compared to the others.
Next we analyze the steepness of the distance dependent
rewardcurveinFig.5c,d.Rewardforreachingthetargetwas
keptatoneandtheslopeofthedistantdependentrewardwas
variedfrom0.86(almostreachingone,thevalueofthetouch
reward) at the border of the target for the steepest slope to
down to 0.05 for the shallowest slope. One can observe that
for steep slopes (c, d left) values are quite similar and better
than for shallow slopes. The ﬁrst column shows the limiting
case when no special reward for touching was applied. Here
the entire process of approaching the target was regulated
using exclusively distance-dependent rewards. This case in
terms of convergence appears among the best cases, but step
length was longer than for some of the mixed cases. Thus,
for further experiments we were choosing slope steepness
0.25, which seems a good compromise. Using this steepness
parameter, more reward structures were explored in Fig. 6a,
b. In the columns from left to right, we compare (1) differ-
ential reward (type E), (2) approach distance (type D), (3) a
variant of type D, where we always give the same amount of
reward r = 0.3, and (4) type D but applying punishment of
the same size as reward on approach would be, if the action
leads away from the goal by more than a certain distance. In
general results are very similar where the rightmost column
is slightly better than the others.
When applying distant dependent rewards, the problem
arisesthatthejointmightbedrawntogotowardssomedirec-
tion, though this movement is not allowed due to physical
limitations of the joint construction. For example here the
joints were not allowed to cross the border of 0–360◦.T h e
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Fig. 6 Statistics for other types of rewards. a, b As per annotation at
the bottom (see Fig. 3). c, d Reward Type D is combined with punish-
ment on approaching the maximally allowed joint angles. Note light
gray shaded cases are identical across panels
position and size of the reward was chosen such that again
and again learning tried to violate these constraints. This
problem can be mitigated best by applying punishment also
at the constraints as described in the methods section. This
additional mechanism leads to a noticeable improvement of
convergence times (Fig. 6c) and a much higher percentage
of convergent cases (Fig. 6d).
InthecolumnsfromlefttorightinFig.6c,dmaximalpun-
ishmentis1,5,20,35,50,75and100.Therightmostcolumn
shows a control experiment without punishment. Reward
structure was the same as in panels A,B column 2. Hence
gray shaded columns in panels a, b are the same as those in
c, d.
One can observe that punishment at constraints in gen-
eral improves rate and speed of convergence. Performance
of learning ﬁrst increases with increasing punishment values
and approaches an optimum around a punishment of 35–75
andthenslightlydropsagain.Ofimportance,however,isthat
punishment at constraint works rather reliably over a large
parameter range and that the variances have been drastically
reduced. Hence quick convergence became rather reliable
with this mechanism.
Combining constraint-based punishment, specifically
employing the case with the maximal punishment value 35,
with punishment for going away from the reward, as descri-
bed before (column 4 in panels A,B), did not provide better
results, remaining in the range of an average of 13–14 steps
to the goal with around 90% of successful trials.
The system was also tested with changing the position of
the goal, and reverting positions of start and goal, to exclude
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Fig. 7 Statisticsforothertypesoflearningmethods.PS=pathstraight-
ening (our method). We used reward type D, no punishment, discount
factor γ = 0.7 for all cases except case “fully discounted”, where we
have γ = 0
possibilities of some special circumstances which were only
providinggoodperformanceforonespeciﬁctask.Trialswith
changed position were providing similar average trajectory
length, and success percentage results.
3.3 Comparison of methods
3.3.1 Comparing different update methods using
the same function approximation
Inthefollowingsection,wewillusealwaysthesamefunction
approximation method and compare different update algo-
rithms like Q-learning and SARSA-learning with our path
straightening PS as well as with a fully discounted version
of the algorithms (Fig. 7). In general, all methods produce
similar results where the path straightening method is only
non-significantlybetterthantheothers.Hence, whilereward
structure and function approximation methods are clearly
inﬂuencingtheperformanceinacriticalway,thechoiceofQ-
value update method does less so. “Fully-discounted” refers
to a simulation where γ = 0 has been used. This case also
produces similar results arguing that it would be possible for
thisproblemtoreducethelearningproblemandevenoperate
withfully-discountedrewards.Note,allupdateequations(Q,
SARSA,PS)becomethesamewhenusingγ = 0.Care,how-
ever, has to be taken in this case that there are no states with
zero or indistinguishable reward, where a fully discounted
method would fail. As this can in general not be assured, a
fullydiscountedprocedureshouldnotbeadopted.Ingeneral,
the conclusion of this subsection is that the actual choice of
the update method is not critical as long as an appropriate
function approximation as well as reward structure is being
used.
3.3.2 Comparing to natural actor critic reinforcement
learning
Peters and Schaal (2006b, 2007, 2008) use policy gradient
methodsforroboticapplications.Theseformadifferentclass
ofRLmethodsascomparedtotheoneanalyzedinthisstudy,
as the policy is updated not in every step, but only after sev-
eral trajectories have been produced. Also no representation
ofstateisbeingconsidered,butactionsaredescribeddirectly.
Ascurrentlynaturalactor-criticRLisoftenconsideredtobe
the method of choice in robotics we made a comparison of
our method to the version of the episodic natural-actor critic
with time-variant baseline for learning the same reaching
task, following Peters and Schaal (2008). We have made a
simplifying assumption that the best path to goal is straight.
We were describing the trajectory by a difference equation:
s(t + 1) = s(t) + u(t) (14)
wherestatevectors(t)=[α1(t),φ1(t),α2(t),φ2(t)]T includ-
es the analyzed angles, and u(t) is a 4D control signal. We
used the following normal distribution N(·) for the control
signal: u(t) ∼ N(θ,σ2I), where θ is a 4D vector of con-
trol averages and I is the 4 × 4 unit matrix. The value of
σ determines the variability (“exploration”) in the different
trajectories.
Reward was provided under reward structure C (Fig. 3),
where in each step the distance to the target was evaluated
and a bigger reward was given on touching the target. We
did not use the (D)-reward structure (Fig. 3) preferred in our
on-linemethod,asthepreliminaryassumptionfortheimple-
mented natural actor-critic was a straight trajectory and the
(D)-structureisonlymeaningfulwhencurvedtrajectoriesare
allowed. We used a discount factor of γ = 0.95, to empha-
size rewards that are obtained earlier. If the trajectory was
leaving the allowed angle range (0,360◦), negative rewards
of the size of −1 were given. Each trajectory was composed
of 15 steps of the same average length as for our on-line
learning method. We always used the same total trajectory
length (that is, we did not stop the trajectory after a touching
event had happened) and were giving maximum reward sev-
eral times, if the trajectory stayed in the volume of the object
for several steps.
We used the natural actor-critic algorithm with time-
variant baseline to optimize θ and σ. An experiment was
made using the same initial position of the arm, as well
as the same position of the ball as in our on-line learning
experiments. We were using hand-tuned parameters, as pro-
posed by Peters and Schaal (2008). Learning for this type of
algorithm is divided into “epochs”. Every epoch consists of
20 trajectories after which the gradient needed for the RL-
update could be calculated. One learning “trial” consists of
n epochs, where we usually chose n = 50 leading to 1,000
executed trajectories. Step size for the gradient calculation
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Fig. 8 Learning curves for natural actor-critic: a good convergence
example, b delayed convergence example. c average number of suc-
cessful trials to reach an object
was tuned to obtain quick convergence and at the same time
relatively stable optimization performance. Using less than
20trajectoriesinasingleepochtoevaluatethegradientmade
thelearningprocessunstable.Initialvaluesforθ werechosen
randomlyfromtheinterval[−1,1]withuniformdistribution.
Atﬁrstweobservedthatusuallyonelearningtrial(50×20
traj.)was enough forthealgorithm toleadtoagood ﬁnal tra-
jectory. In Fig. 8a an example of a well convergent trial is
shown, while in Fig. 8b we show an example with delayed
convergence. This shows that (similar to our algorithm) con-
vergence varies and, thus, we performed 100 learning trials
for a statistical analysis (100 × 50 × 20 traj.) were we used
100 different initial values for the θ-vector. From this sta-
tistics, in Fig. 8c the average number of successful reaches
obtained at a certain epoch is shown. The marked crossing
point (x = 16.48, y = 15) is of interest as this represents
15 successful reaches after on average 16.48 epochs of here
amounting to about 329.54 performed trajectories. By con-
trast, in our algorithm we get 15 successful reaches after
about20trajectories(aswedonothavetouseepochs,hence,
for us every “epoch” is just one single trajectory). However,
the intermediate trajectories may be longer (curved) in our
case.
4 Discussion
In this paper, we have developed a novel action approxima-
tion scheme for reinforcement learning, and implemented
three methods: path straightening, Q-learning and SARSA
-learning based on this scheme. This kernel based approach
for value function approximation was inspired by the place
-ﬁeld system in the hippocampus of rodents (Tamosiunaite
et al. 2008). Our focus lay on a comparison of different
reward structures and we could show that a combination of
distance dependent rewards with constraint punishment and
extra reward on touching will lead to a fast convergence to
“a good” trajectory.
A central problem for the use of RL in large state-action
spacesisthatconvergenceofconventionalmethodswilltake
far too long. Thus, value function approximation is required
for which a wide variety of methods exists. Alas, only few of
them have proven convergence properties (Sutton and Barto
1998; Gordon 2001; Reynolds 2002; Szepesvari and Smart
2004)andthoseareinpraxismanytimesnotthefastestones.
Hence, the ﬁeld of applied robotics is largely uninterested in
themathematicalrigorofagivenmethodaslongasthetrade-
of is reasonable between goodness of solution and time to
ﬁnd it. From a practical perspective, on any humanoid robot
learning will be stopped by force as soon as a predeﬁned
variable, which handles this trade-off, approaches a desired
threshold.
The control of a multi-joint arm poses a terriﬁc prob-
lem for RL methods as the state-action spaces are in general
very high, needing to cover a space–time continuous system
within which redundant solutions exist. While a very large
number of papers exist on space–time continuous
low-dimensional problems (e.g. Qiang et al. 2000; Gross
et al. 1998; Gaskett et al. 2000), only few articles try, to
tackle this problem with a reasonable degree of complexity
in a high dimensional system (Perez and Cook 2004; Peters
and Schaal 2007, 2008). Also many times action spaces of
the problems solved are discrete or quite limited (Enokida
et al. 1999; van Hasselt and Wiering 2007; Martinez-Marin
and Duckett 2004) and, even if continuous state representa-
tions are used, actions are kept discrete in continuous task
approximations (Enokida et al. 1999; Li et al. 2006). This is
possiblewhenactionspacesaresmall,butwithbiggeraction
spaces(4Dinourcase)theusageofdiscreteactionsbecomes
impractical. If continuous actions are to be used, often meth-
ods for the interpolation of discrete samples are employed
relyingonweighted sumsorwireﬁtting(Gaskettetal.2000;
Takeda et al. 2001; van Hasselt and Wiering 2007). Instead,
here we are offering a generic approach to continuous action
formation, where reinforcement learning is implemented on
the features deﬁning continuous actions.
A recent and quite successful contribution to RL in robot-
ics concerns the so-called natural-actor critic method (Peters
andSchaal2006b,2007,2008).Thisalgorithmbelongstothe
class of policy gradient methods (Williams 1992; Baxter and
Bartlett2000;Suttonetal.2000),whicharestructurallyquite
differentfromtheoneanalyzedhere(seeSect.3.3.2abovefor
details). Policy gradient methods work directly with action
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representations, and thus need much less parameters than
on-line RL methods. Also one can choose appropriate repre-
sentationoftheinitialtrajectory.Theadvantageousfeatureof
the implemented natural actor critic method, to our observa-
tion, is that the convergence performance does not decrease
too dramatically with rising dimensionality of the problem,
what is very important in robotic applications. Yet the natu-
ral actor-critic in our implementation was quite sensitive to
parameter choices, and the number of trajectories required
to obtain a good policy was one order of magnitude larger
thanforouron-linemethod.Theinventorsofthenaturalactor
criticmethodoriginallyimplementeditinadifferentcontext.
They start with a very close to target trajectory and attempt
toimproveit,whileherethemethodwasappliedforlearning
from scratch, without any “close to target” initial trajectory.
Although formulation of robot learning tasks as in (Peters
and Schaal 2006a, 2008), with a very close to optimal ini-
tialtrajectoryobtainedfromdemonstrationisveryappealing,
tasks exist (especially for when there is a large mismatch in
embodiment between human and robot) where there is no
possibility to obtain a (human-) demonstration, and our cur-
rent experiments indicate that on-line learning methods, like
the method proposed here, may be more efﬁcient in such
“learning from scratch” tasks.
Anothertheoreticaldevelopmentofthecurrentstudyisthe
analysisofdifferentrewardstructuresforRLinvisualservo-
ing tasks. Robotic applications tend to be multidimensional,
and if a reward is provided only at the goal, then additional
means to guide a robot to the target are required, like ‘learn-
ing from easy missions’ (hence, bootstrapping the system
with simple tasks) or using simpler controllers (like teach-
ers, Martinez-Marin and Duckett 2004), otherwise learning
timeswouldbeimpracticallylong.Inimagebasedvisualser-
voing (IBVS) systems, richer reward structures were many
timesused,attemptingtoachieveconvergenceinbiggerstate
spaces(LeonardandJagersand2004;PerezandCook2004).
We analyzed and compared about half a dozen of vision-
based reward structures and studies addressing applications
of visual servoing could gain from that comparison using the
structures that performed best according to our modeling.
Although we are investigating these structures in the frame-
work of position based visual servoing (PBVS), similar ones
could be applied to IBVS, using visual error instead of dis-
tance.Possiblysomeadaptationsofthemethodweusedhere
would be required, as mapping from distance to visual fea-
tures is rather complex.
Of speciﬁc interest is that our formalism is very simple
and can still handle large state-action spaces in a moder-
ately high-dimensional problem. Currently, this method is
being implemented on ARMAR III, a humanoid robot built
by the University of Karlsruhe (Asfour et al. 2006). Each
arm has seven degrees of freedom: three DOF in the shoul-
der, two DOF in the elbow and two DOF in the wrist. For
this purpose, a control schema of the arm is realized which
makesuseofhypothesisandresultsfromneurophysiologyon
humanmovementcontrol(SoechtingandFlanders1989a,b).
Soechting and Flanders have shown that arm movements are
planned in shoulder-centered spherical coordinates and sug-
gestasensorimotortransformationmodelthatmapsthewrist
position on a natural arm posture using a set of four param-
eters, which are the elevation and azimuth (yaw) of both the
upperarmandforearmsimilartotheproblemaddressedinthe
currentpaper.Oncetheseparametersareobtainedforagiven
position of the wrist, they are mapped on the joint angles
of the shoulder and elbow of the robot arm, which com-
pletely deﬁne the wrist position. For more details the reader
isreferredto(AsfourandDillmann2003).IntheIntroduction
we had mentioned the task of recalibrating an agents move-
ment, which is the task to be performed by ARMAR III. The
agentholdsacontainerfullofliquidandneedstolearnﬁlling
another glass standing in front. Figure 9 shows a simulation
of this task and the agent’s performance. A full description
of this simulation and its modeled physics goes beyond the
scope of this paper. This ﬁgure, however, is meant to show
theefﬁciencyofournewmethodinataskwhichisdifﬁcultto
achievebymethodsotherthanreinforcementlearningandwe
notethatalreadyafterthreetrials(a)theagenthaslearnedthe
task to more than 50%. In panel (b) one sees that the agent
moves around over the glass and keeps on pouring liquid
until its container is empty. Panel (c) shows the vector ﬁeld
ofQ-values,whichpointtowardsthecenteroftheglass.This
experiment carries a natural reward structure (liquid ﬁlled)
and is, thus, well-adapted to the assumptions of RL and the
methodsdevelopedhereallowsolvingthistaskwithveryfew
trials only. In the central part of this paper we deal, however,
with position based visual servoing (Chaumette and Hutch-
inson 2007a), assuming that the inverse kinematics is not
100
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Fig. 9 Exampleofaglass-ﬁllingRLtaskasmentionedintheIntroduc-
tion,wheretheagentlearnstorecalibrateapriorlearnedtargetposition.
The simulated agent is supposed to learn approaching a glass (circles)
to optimally pour liquid into it. The reward is deﬁned as the amount
of liquid ﬁlled into the glass. The agent starts exploring from a loca-
tion close to the glass, reached for example by plain visual servoing
or by learning from demonstration. a Return versus number of trials.
b Example trajectory. c Q-vector ﬁeld after 20 trials
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known and that the arm has to learn to target an object with-
out this knowledge. This task had been chosen as it is much
harder than the glass-ﬁlling problem and we wanted to show
thatourmethodsstillreachquiteahighperformanceinorder
to raise conﬁdence in this approach.
In summary, our method is meant to provide a solution
withsomepracticalrelevanceforrobotics,but,giventheker-
nel structure, it is also possible to combine it with a newly
developed biophysical framework for implementing Q-o r
SARSA learning by an LTP/LDT based differential Heb-
bianframework(WörgötterandPorr2005;Kolodziejskietal.
2008). Hence, from a biophysical point of view receptive
ﬁeld based (i.e., kernel based) function approximation could
indeed operate in a Hebbian network emulating not just cor-
relationbasedunsupervised,butalsorewardbasedreinforce-
ment learning.
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